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On Characterization of Linear Admissible Estimators: 
An Extension of a Result Due to C. R. Rao 
STEFAN ZONTEK 
Defined is a class of models which have the following property: If L’>’ is an 
admissible estimator of C’Ek’ among linear estimators, then there exists a matrix II 
such that L = HC and H’Y is an admissible estimator of EY. This class Includes the 
regression model. A model which does not have this property is also constructed. 
The result is an extension of a result established by C. R. Rao for the regression 
model with a positive definite covariance matrix. ’ 1’3x7 ,2cdcmlc l’x!\\. Inc 
1. INTR~DIJCTION 
Let YE A”’ be a random vector with an unknown distribution belonging 
to a set 9, say. Suppose that the expected value ,LL and the covariance I’ of 
Y exist for all distributions in 9. It is desired to estimate C’/[, where C is an 
?I x t matrix, while C’ stands for the transposed matrix of C. The estimator 
considered is L’Y: where L belongs to an affine set y1 = L,, + .s’( N @ I,). 
Here L,, is an II x f matrix, N is an II x 11 matrix. and I, is the t x t unit 
matrix. The symbol A 0 B, where A and B are II x TV and 1 x t matrices. 
respectively, denotes the linear operator that maps the space of the II x I 
matrices into itself; it is determined for every II x t matrix C by 
(A @B) C= AC’B’. For simplicity we refer to the estimator L’Y of C’lc. 
where L E 9, as the “estimator L E ,Y of c‘.” To compare estimators we USC 
the risk function R = E( L’ I’- C’il)‘( L’ Y - C/L). Writing the risk as 
[L, I’L] + [L - C. !~,u’( L - C)] we see that it depends on the distribution 
of Y through V and ~(p’ only. Here [A, B] stands for the trace of the 
matrix A’B. Taking (I’, pp’) as the parameter. the parameter space, to be 
denoted by .y, is a subset of the Cartesian product f j x f ,, where f ;, is the 
set of all n x tz n.n.d. matrices. 
The relations “as good as” and “better than” are defined in the usual 
way. Estimator L is said to be admissible for C among y if L E .9 and if 
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no other estimator in 9 is better then L. The term “among 2” will be 
omitted if Y coincides with the space of all II x f matrices. 
From Shinozaki’s lemma (see Proposition 3 in [4]) it is immediate that 
if H is an admissible estimator of Z, then HC is an admissible estimator of 
C for any matrix C. It is natural to ask whether the converse of this 
implication may be formed in the following manner: if L is an admissible 
estimator of C, does there exist a matrix H such that L = HC and such that 
H is an admissible estimator of I? It should be noted that if this converse of 
the implication is valid for a model the problem of characterizing 
admissible estimators for any matrix C reduces to the much simpler 
problem of characterizing admissible estimators of the mean vector only. 
As far as the author is aware, this was first noted by Rao [7] and used to 
characterize admissible estimators within the GausssMarkov model, for 
which this converse of the implication holds. 
The main result of this paper is a set of conditions regarding the 
parameters space .F under which the above-mentioned converse of the 
implication holds. The class of models (called regular models) for which 
these conditions are fulfilled includes the models with parameter sets % = 
Y’ x O,, , where Q. = (IL/L’ : ~1 E .&;; ), while V is spanned by a finite number 
of n.n.d. matrices and .T = i ((T V. PII’): n’A4,~ d U. r~ > 0 i, where V and A4 
are known p.d. matrices. Also, an example which shows that the 
implication discussed above does not hold for a general linear model is 
given. 
For a given II x t matrix F denote by .‘R( F) the subspace spanned by the 
columns of F and by ~ 1 ‘(F) the subspace is E 8”: F.Y = 0 ). As usual F + 
denotes the Moore-Penrose genealized inverse matrix of F and (/F/l = 
[F, FJ’ ‘. 
For a given set .d of matrices, denote by [&I the minimal closed con- 
vex cone containing .d. The set of all II x II p.d. matrices will be denoted 
by Y ‘,: 
For further consideration it will be convenient to extend the risk 
function for each L E Y from Y to X = span 3, defined for every 
W=(W,, W’,)E Xi‘ by 
R(W;L)=[L, W,L]+[L-C, W,(L-01. (2.1) 
Since each LE Y may be written as L = L,, + NZ the extended risk 
function becomes 
where 
R( W; L) = [Z, T( W) Z] + 212. U( l+‘,] + R( K Lo), 
T( W) = N’( W, + ct;) N, 
u( W) = N’ W, L,, + N’ W,( L, - C). 
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Estimator L in the alline set Y = L,, + &?(N@ I,) is called best among 2’ 
at point WE YY- if R( W, L)< R( IV; M) for all MEW’. The set of all 
estimators in Y which are best at W among .Y’ will be denoted by 
q.(w(s?). 
Note (see [3] or [S]) that Sc(WI Y)# @ iff T(W) is n.n.d. and 
J?( U( W)) c J?( r( W)), as well as that L, + NZE B& WI Y) iff T(W) is 
n.n.d. and r( W) Z + U( W) = 0. Obviously .B(.( W 1 lp ) is an affine subset of 
.Y provided that it is not empty. 
Let 
As shown by LaMotte [S], WE 9 iff !A?J WI 2’) = 9. Following LaMotte. 
we call each point in Y a trivial point for Y and C. Let 
Noting that T(W)) is n.n.d. for all W in [T + ,V] we have that WE .Y’ iff 
a,(W(Y)#IZ/ and &?‘,(W~~)#JP. 
The following theorem, due to LaMotte (see Corollary 3.10 in [S]). 
plays an important role in characterizing admissible estimators. 
THEOREM 1.1. An estimator L is odtnissihlefor C among 2’ {fund only lf 
either 9 c ,M or there exists a point W it1 .d(U) such that L E &,.( WI 2’) 
and L is admissible for C among .4?(.( W( 2’). 
2. REGULAR MODELS 
To the end of the paper we assume that there exists a point 
( W,. W2)~ [.S] such that W, + Wz is a p.d. matrix. Let 
$,=,6(N)= [(W,, W2)e %-: N’W, =N’W,=Oj, 
where N is an n x n matrix. 
It is easy to see that a point WE ,Y”(N) is trivial for L, + A$?( N @ I,) and 
C whatever L, and C are. Each element of ,v?, will be called a perfect trivial 
point for A(N). 
Moreover, let 
A& is the set of all those nontrivial points W in [Y + YO] for which 
.R,( WI L, + &‘( N@ I,)) # @ whatever L, and C are. Each element of .cll;, 
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will be called a perfect point for 9(N). With the above notation 
([.S] + $)\Y c ,uC;, c ,d. The latter inclusion follows by noting that 
&‘( U( W)) c W(N’W, ) + &(N’W,) whatever N, L,,. and C are. 
Let 9 = L,, + &(N@ I,). If .~d,(fV) + :/(Y) = ,d(Y’) for all matrices IV, 
L,,, and C, then the model Y is said to be regular. 
Proqf: Part (r). Let Y= L,, + 9( C’@I,). where ,Y is an orthogonal 
projection. Let 
where NI’, # 0 for i = l,..., ,j, while NI,‘, = 0 for i = ,j + I...., p. For h- = I, 2 ,... 
let W, = ( W,k. W,, ) E .F + 54) and suppose that kI’, + I+‘. We have 
w,,= -f p,l, I’,+S,,, (‘x E 0, NS - 0. Ii - 
,:I 
Clearly. 
W’lh + w, = i p, v,+s,, NS, = 0, (2.1 1 
where 
S, = lim f P,hC’,+S,, 
k -+ I, ,= ,fl !  
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Let .Y~ = a, + h,, Us E 9,. hk E & = i 1 ‘(N) r~ A’;;, where 2, is a subspace 
of A$‘; such that ~7, + Yy, = &‘; and 3, n YZ = {O). Since Wzk is convergent, 
aI, + u and ak hi + M as li --f ;v. 
If a # 0, h, --f h so that 
Wzr + W,=(a+h)(a+h)‘+S,. NS, = 0. (2.2) 
To analyze the case when a = 0 define 
N = ( A4 + M’: M = lim ukh;, ah --t 0, 
h-. I 
u~EP,rhl,E~Yzj. (2.3) 
If MS M’E./~, then M=a*h;. where a* E 3, and h, E S,. Thus we may 
write 
Combining (2.1). (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain 
(W,, W,)Ef*x@,,+.‘(,+ {0)x./l. 
This and the inclusion to) x .N c [CT + :4] imply that 
(2.5) 
Now define a function 11 on ‘N. by 
h( W) = ( T( W), U( W)). 
Using (2.4) and (2.5) we get that .‘Y n [S + $A] is a subspace. Thus 
h( [ .9- + Y] ) = h( [ .B + q,] ) 
by Theorem 9.1 in Rockafellar 181. From this 
[.s+YJ=[.s+$J+:F. (2.6) 
To show that J is regular it is sulficient to prove that .d c JX$ + Y. Let 
A E .d. By (2.5) and (2.6), the point A may be represented as (C’, 4) + 
(S,,Sz)+(O,M,+ ... +M,),where(V,~)E[3j~~~],(S,,S~)E.~,while 
M, = a,b: + h,a: E ,fi, for i = l,..., q. We may suppose without loss of 
generality that a, ,..., a,, E ti( T(A)), say, and that u1 ,..., a, and a,,,, , ,..., aq 
are orthogonal. Since A E ,01, the inclusion %‘( U( A )) c %?( r( A )) implies 
that (0, M,, + 1 ,..., M,) E 9. Now set A,,=(A,,,,A,,)=(V,ti)+ 
(0, M, + .. + 714,~). Since [Y I+ x @,I c .d, we have a(N’Ao, ) + 
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&!(N’A,,)ea(T(A,)). Now (0) x,&c- [IS+&] implies that AUs 
[S + z] and this terminates the proof of part (Co. 
To prove regularity of Y in the remaining cases we may use arguments 
similar to those in part (a) except that in case (p) relation (2.5) should be 
replaced by 
[.s+?~]=[T]+cy;+[{o;~x;~] 
and in case (y ) by 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I‘ be a compact subset of‘ A?” and let f he a 
compact subset qf’ Y .,T. Moreover, let f* = {( V, pp’): VE Y . . I* E r). If 
[F] = [,Y..], then ,f is regular. 
Proof: Let +Y’= LO+ #(NOI,), where N is a nonzero matrix. By 
assumptions .Y. is compact and 7J W) # 0 for every WE ,Y.. . 
Let (TV W, + S, 1 be a convergent sequence, where W, E .F.*, S, E Y, 
while rk is a nonnegative number for every li 3 1. Without loss of generality 
we may suppose that [ W, j is convergent to WE 3.. Since 
jj T(r, W, + S, )]I = tL // T( Wk)jj and since { /I T( WA)11 i is convergent to a 
positive number )/ 7J W)lj, we may conclude that (rh ) is convergent. 
Consequently, (S,) must converge, too. This proves that [,Y..] + .Y’ is a 
closed cone. Hence 
[,~+~~]=[.~*]+.4c’=[.~]+.y’. (2.7) 
Likewise we may prove that 
The proof concludes with the observation that .w’ = [,Y + 9’]\9’ and ~4, = 
[S + Y,]\?P by (2.7) and (2.8), respectively. 
It should be noted that under the assumption of regularity the assertion 
of LaMotte’s theorem may be strengthened in the following manner. 
LaMotte’s theorem asserts that if L = L, + NZ, where N # 0, is admissible 
for C among 9, then there exists a point W in .d(.JP) such that 
L E 9I( WJ Y), i.e., such that T(W) Z + U( W) =O. Therefore, in the case 
when the underlying is regular, there exist two points, a perfect point W, 
and a trivial point S, such that W = W,, + S. Because T(W) = T( W,) and 
U(W) = U( W,,), it follows that T( W,,) Z + U( W,,) = 0. Thus we have the 
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following result, which we shall require in the proof of the main result in 
the next section. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that the model F is regular. If I, is an 
admissible estimator of C among 9, where dim 9’ > 1, then L is best among 
9 at a perfect point. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Given an admissible estimator L of C within a regular model 9 we con- 
struct, in at most II steps, a matrix H such that L = HC and such that H is 
admissible for I. 
Step 1. Let .J& be the set of all II x t matrices. According to LaMotte’s 
theorem there exists a nonzero point W, = ( W,,, W,,) E [S] such that 
(WI, + W,z) L= w,2c. 
The set 9, = &9J W, ( YO) may be written as 
-u,=H,C+:‘R(N,@I,), 
where 
+ H,=(W,,+ W,,) W,s, 
while N, is the orthogonal projection on -4 ‘( W,, + W,z). If N, = 0, then H, 
is the required matrix because L = H, C and H, is the unique best 
estimator of I at W,. Otherwise, we define 
where .X6 is the set of all n x n matrices, and proceed to the second step. 
Step 2. By Proposition 2.3 there exists a perfect point W, in 
[Y + .YO( N,)] such that 
N,(Wz, + W,z) L=N, WzzC. (3.1) 
Hence the affine subset of n x t matrices sp2 = &?J W, 1 Y, ) may be represen- 
ted as 
where H, = H, - [N,( W,, -t- Wz2) N,] + [W,, H, + W,,(H, -Z)], while Nz 
is the orthogonal projection on .9( N,) n JV-(N,( Wz, + W,,) N,). 
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As above, if N, = 0, then H, is the required matrix because L = H,C and 
H, is the unique estimator of I best at W, and best among -X, at W,. 
Otherwise, we define 
A‘2 = d,( W’, IT?, ) = H, + .X(N, @I,,) 
and make a further step, similar to Step 2, and so on 
Since the dimensions of the afine sets decrease at each step. this 
procedure must stop in at most II steps. 
Combining the result established above with Shinozaki’s lemma 193 we 
may formulate the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. Supposr thut fhc ttwdel is regulur. Then L is utl adttlissihlt~ 
estimator of C f utld otzl~s (f’rhew e.uist.s u mrrtri.x- H .wch thut L = HC md H 
is an admixsihle estitnutor of’ r/w ttwm wctor. 
Rem&-. It should be noted that the construction of the matrix H 
breaks down if the requirement that the model be regular is omitted. 
LaMotte’s theorem guarantees only the existence of a nontrivial point 
U’, E [S + :/( 9, )] which meets (3.1 ). However, it does not guarantee that 
W, belongs to [F + .‘Y’(.$ )]. Besides, if we could show that C1’, may be 
selected from [Y + .V(.#,)], that would not guarantee that .a( CI’, 1 J-Y; ) is 
nonempty. In the next section an example shows that the assertion of 
Theorem 3.1 need not be true for a general linear model. 
To end this section we deduce some corollaries which may be of some 
interest. 
COROLLARY 3.2. S~ppow that .7 is reg&r. Then L is udtttissihlt~ ,fiw C‘ 
umong H, C + .&( N @ I,) ifJ‘there e.uists II mutri.y H mch fhut L = HC rtttd H 
is admissible ,fiv I umong Ho + :‘A( N @ I,,), 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppow that .F is regulm. Then L is udttzissihlt~ uttwng 
mhiased esritnators of‘ C $f there r.ui.sfs a ttmtris H such thut L = HC und H 
is adrtlissible among unbiased estimators of’/. 
Proof: The result follows from Corollary 3.2 by observing that L is an 
unbiased estimators of C iff L E NC + &((I- N) @ I,), where N is the 
orthogonal projection on the subspace spanned by the mean vector. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let EY = X[j = ,u, C’g = C’(A-‘.Y) -71”.‘1/3 = 
C’(XX) x’p. and mppose that the model J is wgulur. Then L’Y is at1 
admissible cstimutor of’ C’p lyf thew exists a matrix H .SIIC~ that L = 
HX(x’X)m C md H’Y is ati udtnis.sible estitrlator oj‘p. 
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Corollary 3.4 shows thatin order to characterize the class of all 
admissible estimators of C’/I it is sufficient to characterize the class of all 
admissible estimators of the mean vector X/I or, if A’ is of full rank, of j?. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that .T sutisfi’es the ussmptio~l c!f 
Proposition 2.2. Estimator L is rrdr~~issihle ,fiv C if?‘ there erists u nmtrix H 
.Sldl that 
(a) L=HC, 
([I’) ,fiw .SO~IW I’E [f‘]\(O), u poirlt (I’, I’-((I- H) ’ -I)) helon,q.s 
to [S]. 
Proof: Suppose that L is admissible for C. By Theorem 3.1 there exists 
a matrix H such that L = HC and H is an admissible estimator for I. Now 
by LaMotte’s theorem there exists a point ( I’. 4) E [Xl’. (0: such that 
(C’+c,h) H=#. 
Since V is a p.d. matrix we have that 1 ‘( Z- H) = :O 1. Hence 
q5= VH(I-H) ‘= b’((l-H) ‘-I), 
which completes the proof of the necessary part of the corollary. 
The mjficient pmt. The estimator H is admissible for I because from (/I) 
it is the unique beat estimator of I at point in [9-l. Now condition (x) and 
Theorem 3.1 imply that the estimator L is admissible for C. 
RemurIc. In the special case when C = I and .F = [ ( ~JI,,, ~yl’): /c’Mp < o, 
u > 0 I, where M is a p.d. matrix, this corollary has been established by 
Hoffman [ 21. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Now let F = (1 V(X): s 3 1 ) u { L’, 1 ) x Y ;, where 
Introducing for brevity the notation e, = ( 1, 0, 0, 0)‘, e2 = (0, 1,0, O)‘, 
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e3 = (0, 0, 1, 0)‘, and e4 = (0, 0, 0, 1)’ for the ith unit vector we define the 
points 
WI = ( WI I I W,,) = (0, e,e; 1, 
W,=(Wz,, W12)=(e,e>, e2ei)= lim ((l/.u) V(.u)-.YV,, c?e>) 
I -* I. 
W3=(W3,, W,,)=(2(e3f~;+e,e&+e,e;),e,e’,-4(e2ek+eSe;)) 
(4.1 ) 
= lim [(2V(.u), 2xe,e;-4(e,e;+e4r;)+(8/u)e,e:,+e,e;) 
I + 7 
- (22 C’, ) 0) - 2xW2], 
W,=(W,,, M’,z)=(l’*, 13e,e; + S(e,ek + e4e;) + 2e,ek), 
where b’, = lim, _ ,,, (I/X’) V(.u). Because (V,,, 0)~ X‘, we may conclude 
that W, E Yf - for i = l,..., 4. 
First we show that 
L= [-i Pi i i\ isadmissiblefor C= [-i pi i :I. 
Let 9, be the space of all 4 x 4 matrices and let Y{ =A?,( W,I 2: ,), 
i = l,..., 4. Since ( V, , 0) E 9’(9, ) and W2 E Y(YJ we have from (4.1) that 
W, E [S + .V(P’, ,)I, i= l,..., 4. Simple algebra shows that 
IP,=r,e’,+e,ei+.JR(diag(O, 1, 1, l)xZ4), 
g<=~,r; +e,e&$(eze’, +eze>)+d(diag(O,O, 1, l)@f,) 
$=e,r’, +e,r~-~(eze’, +e,e~)+~e3e;+:I(diag(0,0,0, l)@Zj) 
and 
SC;= jLj. 
The admissibility of L follows from the last equation. 
Noting that W, E s/r(YI) and that (2(e, e> + e,e’,), S:) 4 Y(‘(sp2) for every 
4 x 4 matrix S1 we conclude 
cd(Yz) qr .ryb(diag(O, 0, 1, 1)) + .Y(Ipz). 
Thus the model defined above is not regular. 
Now let P = {H: HC = L 1. Suppose that there exist an estimator 
H, E X which is admissible for I. Clearly, there exists a matrix T, such 
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that H, = LC+ + T,(Z- CC+ ) or equivalently, there exist numbers 
a, h, c, d E 9 such that 
By virtue of LaMotte’s theorem there exists a point ( V, , b1 ) E [:F]\ { 0 j 
such that 
(v,+b,)H,=4,. (4.2) 
Because Hi V, = Q, - H’,( V, + 4, ) H, is a symmetric matrix therefore 
V, = 0 or V, = V, and a = +. In the case Z’, = 0, relation (4.2) implies that 
1 is an eigenvalue of Hi that takes place iff LL= 4. Thus H, E .q =: e, r’, + 
.A(N, 01,). where N, = diag(O, 1, 1, I). 
Next we show that H, E .& = e, e’, + $e2e> + .G$(N, @ I,), where N2 = 
diag(O, 0, 1, 1 ), i.e., that h = 4. In view of Theorem 1.1 there exists a point 
( V2, b2) E [CT + Y(cy%;)] such that 
N,(J’>+q&) H,= N,&, (4.3) 
where N,(V,+&) N, #O. Multiplying (4.3) by N, we get 
N,( V, + 4,) N, H,N, = N, d?N,. By an argument similar to the first step, 
the matrix N, Hi N, VI N, is symmetric. Thus 
N, V,N, = ve2e>. (4.4) 
where v 3 0. 
If h # a, then 1 is not an eigenvalue of N, Hi N, so that .&(N,d,N, ) c 
.%‘(N, V, N,). Because ( V2, 4:) is a nontrivial point, we may conclude that 
1’ > 0 and that 
(4.5 1 
where cp > 0. 
If h = $, then 1 is an eigenvalue of N, H!+ N, and P, is the only eigenvector 
(up to a scale factor) corresponding to 1. Therefore N, Z’? N, and N, dz N, 
are as in (4.4) and (4.5), respectively, with 1’ = 0 and cp > 0. 
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) we may rewrite (4.3) as (vi cp) 
((-$+h)e,e;+(a+h)e,ei)=cpe,ei. Hence /I=; because \l+cp:bO. 
Now we show that H, is best at no nontrivial point in [.S+.V(.W;)], 
which contradicts the assumption that H is admissible for I by 
Theorem 1.1. 
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Suppose that there exists a point ( I’;, 4,) E [.S + :/(I? 2)]\Y’(.ri/z) such 
that 
Hence N, Hi N, L,‘, N, is symmetric. Therefore 
where V~, rJ E .# while 17~ 3 0. Because I is not an eigenvalue of N, Hi N2 
we infer that N,q5,N, = cp, CJ~P; and that \a3 > 0. However, under these 
conditions 
./A(N,C',(I-N,)H,+N~~,(((-h'2)H*~Z)) P .R(N,(L',+4i)N2) 
so. that (4.5) does not have a solution 
The author th;mks Professor W. Klonecki for suggesting the problem and his kind help in 
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